
Canada to Continue
Price Control Policy
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United States emergency- price. ,
rent and ration .controls has put ;
new life into a War Prices and;
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A positive _attitude to hold'int; '

back inflation on the specific' items!.
which by custom are lumped rough~~
Iy under food, shelter and elothing .~
may be expected .
While there is a general admis-

sion that a definite line of police
today might be a forgotten ide~c i
tomorrow, the following gives sonic
indication of the Administration
thinking :
There is little likelihood-. ome

say there is none-of the Govern
ment re-establishing import subsi-
dies on items from which " the;".'
were . removed in January of -thin
year.
Specific Classes

pressure for 'increases.
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It is not likely that a new price! ';

will be set until United States
prices settle down from Their first) '
flurry of release from what passed
there as controls .
Regardless of the amount, , the

Canadian public can expect a con-
tinuation of domestic wheat sub-
sidies in some form or another, at
least m a form that will take care
of the increases from the cost of
living angle.
Main Objective

In general, the current drive is
to hold price"a irrespective of what
happens m the United States-hold
them against inflationary effects
from the United States-to a point
at which labor will not demand
further wage increases ; for if they
are not held, to use the descriptive
phrasing of one administration
head, "God knows when they will
come down ."
The objective is outlined further

in : "It rs a gamble m paying
subsidies fo=- awhile that is well
worth taking, because it may be
for a short period .:,only ." That is
until the inflationary peak in the

While general policy dictates tha
the Government is to get ou.t o;.
subsidies, it does not prevent i1 :
from. paying subsidies on specific
classes of goods, or even from in

	

UUnited States has subsided from the
creasing the rates.

	

icurrent release in -prices .
'Picture Far From Clear

Outside the House, Chairman
Donald Gordon of the Prices Board,
said when asked for commment on
the American action :

nnformation with respect to the
matters of price control m the
United States and the attitude of
this Government toward the pos-
sible consequences thereof.
On June 30, the emergency legts- I

lotion in the United States, which
authorized price, rent and ration-
mg controls, expired. As I under
stand it, the consequence is that
there is at the present time under
Federal law no price control, no
rent control and, with the possible
exception of sugar, no rationing in
the United States . There are, of
course, certain States and munici-
palities which. have taken emer-
gency measures or maintained
exzstmg regulations which are not ;
affected by the expiration of the
Federal law.
This situation has not, unnatural-

ly, raised certain questions in the
minds of many Canadians: . The
Government feels that the first op- I
portunity should be taken to assure
Parliament and the

	

country - that
there is no intention of abandoniititg
similar controls m Canada .
Some Effect Expected
Developments affecting prices in

other countries, particularly the
United States, are, of course, not
without their effect`' upon Canada .

~, I Our policies have, m the past and
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